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WELCOME

THE  
ICONIC 
MELBOURNE 
CRICKET  
GROUND 

Explore Australia’s favourite stadium

The MCG is Australia’s biggest and most popular sporting 

stadium hosting cricket, Australian football, rugby union, 

rugby league, soccer, concerts and other major events and 

functions. 

Ask any Australian and they’ll be aware of the MCG’s status 

and its role as the birthplace of Australian football, Test and 

one-day international cricket. It was the main stadium for 

the 1956 Olympic Games and 2006 Commonwealth Games, 

and it is the home of the annual AFL Grand Final and 

Boxing Day Test, which draw crowds up to 100,000 people.

The MCG is also intricately linked to the history of 

Melbourne; managed for over 160 years by the Melbourne 

Cricket Club (MCC) which itself was formed only three 

years after the city was established in 1838. 

More than 3.5 million people visit the MCG each year. In 

addition to hosting Australia’s national winter and summer 

sports in football and cricket it also holds international 

marquee events such as the ICC Cricket World Cup Final in 

March 2015 and a record 95,000-plus fans to see Liverpool 

make its Australian debut.

And with two of Australia’s most-renowned sports-based 

tourist attractions, in the unforgettable MCG Tour and 

National Sports Museum, there is much on offer at the 

mighty ‘G.

But it’s not just a rich history, jam-packed activity calendar, 

and a spiritual bond with the community that sets the MCG 

apart from other facilities. 

Visitors continue to be awed by the MCG, Australia’s iconic 

home of sport.
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An MCG Tour takes guests behind the scenes of the world 

famous Melbourne Cricket Ground and allows visitors 

to relive more than 150 years of sporting excellence and 

memorable events such as the Olympic Games, Test cricket 

and the Australian Football League’s Grand Final.

MCG Tours take approximately 75 minutes with a tour 

guide, departing regularly from Gate 3 on all non-match 

days from 10:00am - 3:00pm (except Christmas Day, 

Melbourne Cup Day and Good Friday). 

GO BEHIND  
THE SCENES

For more information on MCG Tours or to make a booking contact 

p. +613 9657 8879  | e. contactus@mcg.org.au  |  www.mcg.org.au

Booking conditions: Tour route locations are subject to availability  •  Advanced 
bookings are required for groups greater than 15pax  •  MCG Tour departures vary  
on event days, please check website for details.

Highlights of the tour include:

• The	famous
MCC	Long	Room

• MCC	Library
(founded	in	1873)

• MCG	Tapestry

• Player	change	rooms

• Cricketers’	viewing	room

• Ron	Casey	Media	Centre

• Sir	Donald	Bradman	and
Sachin	Tendulkar	portrait

• A	walk	on	the	arena

• Cricket	Victoria’s
Bill	Lawry	Centre

• Ponsford	Stand

• City	terrace	with	views	of

Melbourne’s	skyline

Be guided through the 
inner sanctum of the MCG 
and walk in the footsteps 
of sporting legends on the 
hallowed turf.

UNMATCHABLE!

Admission MCG Tour Tour	&	Museum	
combined

Adult $23 $31.50

Child $12 $16

Inbound operator and group rates available upon request

Prices valid until 31 March 2017.

MCG TOURS
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AUSTRALIA’S  
GREATEST SPORTING
COLLECTION

Nowhere in the world can 
you find a museum that 
celebrates a nation’s rich 
sporting history like the 
National Sports Museum 
at an unmatchable venue 
such as the MCG. 

Across a multitude of sports, the museum 

highlights the moments that have shaped 

Australia’s sporting history and its heroes.

The National Sports Museum (NSM) displays 

Australia’s finest collection of sporting 

heritage and proudly plays host to a range 

For more information on NSM or to make a booking contact: 

p. +613 96578879  |  e. contactus@nsm.org.au  |  www.nsm.org.au

Booking conditions:  Opening hours vary during MCG event days, please check 
website for details •  Advanced bookings are required for groups greater than 15.

NATIONAL SPORTS MUSEUM

of sporting halls of fame, including cricket, Aussie Rules 

football, thoroughbred racing and the nation’s peak body 

recognising sporting achievement, Sport Australia.  

The NSM also showcases Australia’s official Olympic 

Museum, the amazing collection of the MCC Museum as 

well as a range of other sports including basketball, boxing, 

netball, soccer, cycling, tennis, golf, the Paralympic Games 

and Rugby Union and League.

Temporary exhibition areas addressing the sporting trends 

and events of today are also a feature of the museum.

The visitor experience is further enhanced by the 

interactive gallery – Game On! – where participants of 

all ages can kick for goal, test reaction times, beat the 

goalkeeper and much more!

The NSM is open from 10:00am to 5:00pm daily (except 

for Christmas Day, Good Friday, and Melbourne Cup day).

GREAT VALUE!

Admission National 
Sports 
Museum

Tour	&	Museum	
combined

Adult $23 $31.50

Child $12 $16

Inbound Operator and Group rates available upon request.

Prices valid until 31 March 2017.
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Yarra Park is noted for its indigenous significance, landscape and sporting 
heritage dating back to the 1850s. 

The MCC has commissioned a series of 15 statues of 

sporting champions associated with the MCG that adorn 

the external walkways and pathways in Yarra Park, and 

will evoke fond memories for sports lovers visiting the 

stadium. The MCG is a magnet for tourists worldwide and 

the statues reinforce the association between the elite 

sportsmen and women who have competed here, and the 

stadium that witnessed and rejoiced in their performances. 

Yarra Park is also a great place for families to enjoy the 

area by having a picnic, with benches, tables and green 

grass on offer to soak up the park’s tall trees and peaceful 

atmosphere.

Wander though Yarra Park and around the MCG 
to experience the MCG’s sporting heritage for 
FREE!

Paddock Cafe
Visitors can experience their own slice of 

Melbourne’s famous cool, cafe culture at 

the Paddock Cafe, located right next door 

to the National Sports Museum and the 

MCG Tours. Wind down in a bright and 

comfortable space that offers wonderful 

views over the hallowed MCG turf, 

Paddock is a celebration of the lighter side 

of the history of the MCG. 

Open on event and non-event days, 

the cafe serves a generous range of 

delectable treats, wholesome meals and 

great coffee for visitors and their families.

YARRA PARK AND  
THE SPORTING STATUES

For more information visit www.mcg.org.au/things-to-do/sporting-statues 

Hugh Trumble Cafe
Enjoy a bistro style meal at the MCG’s 

Hugh Trumble Cafe. Complemented with 

an extensive outdoor courtyard, this is the 

perfect place to refuel and take time out 

dining within Australia’s heart of sport. 

Open to the public during the week  

and to members only on MCG event  

days, this is a great way to  

complete an experience  

at the MCG.  

MCG CAFES OPEN  
ALL YEAR ROUND
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The MCG is always changing and updating its offer to fans and has a 
wide array of high quality bars, cafes and  specialty food outlets that 
cater for almost any style or taste.

Options include the recently launched Pie Shop, hot dog 

creations from around the globe at The Dog Bar, fish and 

chip favourites with a modern twist from The Fish Shop, 

gourmet buns and baguettes from The Food Store and 

bakery treats from The Coffee Shop. 

On match day gourmet food cart options are dotted 

around the ground, including Dimmies Den, The Grill Truck 

and the Donut Stand. 

Of course, traditional staples like hot chips and Four’N 

Twenty pies continue to complement the new menu 

options and the MCG continues to promote healthy eating 

– offering a number of nutritious alternatives, such as pita 

wraps, salad rolls and sushi.

Provide an easy solution for clients and guests wanting 

to dine at the MCG during a spectacular event day or 

non-match day, with the MCG Food & Beverage Voucher.  

Vouchers can be sold at a price point of your choice (sold 

at face-value via MCG caterers Epicure). The vouchers are 

valid at any food and beverage outlet throughout the MCG 

including specialised outlets.

For more information on MCG Food and Beverage Vouchers, email marketing@mcc.org.au

MCG Food & Beverage Voucher conditions:  No change/cash back can be given if the total value of the voucher is not redeemed, or if the voucher is no longer required   
•  On non-match days, vouchers are available for redemption at Hugh Trumble Cafe or Paddock Cafe only.

*Food vouchers can also be combined within event-travel packages
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Guests arriving in school, 
tour  and seniors groups can 
take advantage of the MCG’s 
exclusive meal packages. 

The Hugh Trumble Cafe, located inside the MCC Members 

Reserve at Gate 2, serves up delicious hot meals tailored to 

group requirements and international cuisines. 

This is an exclusive offer for school, tour and seniors groups 

of 15-60 people, only available for lunch when booked in 

advance and combined with the experience of a visit to the 

National Sports Museum and/or a private MCG Tour. 

For more information or to book an MCG Meal Package, email marketing@mcc.org.au

Booking conditions: - Meals are supplied by Epicure at the MCG. – Food and beverage options available Monday-Friday, lunch only. –Minimum group size is 15 and a maximum 
is 60 for catering at this rate. – Group size and menu selections must be confirmed no later than three (3) business days prior to date of visit, preferably earlier. – A minimum of 
three (3) business days is required of any notice or any cancellation of any food and beverage booking to avoid fees. – Advanced payment required by cash, credit card or EFT 
(on or before the day of visit). – Offer valid for tour groups only. 

MEAL OPTIONS

MCG FOOD & BEVERAGE VOUCHERS MCG TOUR AND MEAL PACKAGES

Price	guide,	valid	until	31	March	2017:

Option Adult Child

NSM + 3 course meal $44.50 $36.00 

MCG tour + 3 course meal $44.50 $36.00 

Combined package  
+ 3 course meal $51.00 $39.00

Escort/Tour Leader $27.00 
(meal only) 

Note: Meals can be tailored to suit different cuisines & dietary requirements.
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The MCG is more than one of the world’s greatest sporting arenas.  
For more than 160 years it has been Melbourne’s heartbeat. It offers a 
superb range of possibilities for corporate and private functions, including 
spectacular views of Melbourne’s city skyline and outlook onto the arena. 

Available throughout the year, the MCG is ready to 
celebrate your moment in history. The venue has an 
unparalleled selection of rooms to choose from. We cater 
for small meetings through to large scale events, whether 
they are annual conferences, workshops, gala dinners, 
cocktail parties or weddings. The atmosphere of the MCG 
is electric and uplifting, making it the perfect venue to 
celebrate, inspire and motivate your guests.

Only a short 10 minute walk to from the CBD and 
Federation Square, with a designated amount of 

underground parking and in easy reach of public transport, 
the stadium is famous for its convenience and accessibility.

Conferences and events at the MCG are managed by 
renowned caterers, Epicure, who provide industry 
experience and attention to detail for every function. 
With privileged inner sanctum access, they will customise 
a proposal to meet your event requirements. Alongside 
providing superb catering, their services also extend to 
specialised theming to create a memorable experience for 
any size function.

CONFERENCES & EVENTS

For more information on corporate hospitality and functions contact EPICURE via phone call on +61(3) 9284 2340  
or email www.mcg.org.au/things-to-do/conferences-and-events

Stocking a wide range of MCG and National Sports Museum merchandise, 
the MCG Superstore has plenty of mementos for guests to treasure their 
visit to the mighty ‘G. Stocking the latest official cricket and AFL team 
merchandise in the one place, the MCG Superstore is a great place to  
pick up all sports supporter apparel, special gifts and more!

MCG gift packages

Take advantage of the fabulous MCG gift packages on offer 

for your clients to access some great rates! 

Give your guests lasting memories of their visit to the MCG, 

take their experience to the next level and surprise your group 

with an MCG gift pack or simply provide your guests with the 

opportunity to pre-purchase their gifts and save more!

The MCG gift packs can be tailored to include items relevant 

to the current sporting season or special event.

For more information on MCG gifts and 

merchandise or to pre-purchase a package, 

contact marketing@mcc.org.au or visit the 

website: mcgsuperstore.com.au

Notes and Conditions:  Gift packs will be sold 
at the retail rate in store  •  Items can be sold 
separately and packages can be tailored.

MCG SUPERSTORE AND 
GIFT PACKAGES

12
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MCG Tour* 
Your guests will be swept away as they are led out onto 

the hallowed turf and through the MCC Members Reserve 

travelling through the unforgettable MCG tour. Our 

knowledgeable tour guides will offer stories and insights 

into the rich history and cultural significance of the MCG. 

Functions and Hospitality*
With over 25 function spaces, the MCG’s fine dining partner 

Epicure offers a superb range of possibilities for corporate 

and private functions making it home to over 1500 events 

every year. 

Enjoy a view of Australia’s biggest stadium, the history 

of the ground or the luxurious modern design of all the 

rooms, catering for any need. From group bookings in the 

on-site Hugh Trumble Café with tailored menus, to multi-

room conferences, post drink in the NSM and celebrations 

featuring award winning catering, the MCG is the perfect 

location for any function or event.

The WOW factor! Take your MCG 
experience to the next level! For 
special occasions, the MCG can 
gain access to sporting talent and 
celebrities. 

You can utilise the MCG scoreboards to customise 

experiences and present guests with a personalised welcome 

or message. In addition to a walk on the hallowed turf, meet 

and greet with significant MCG staff and a play in the cricket 

nets can also be arranged. These personalised MCG touches 

will give your guests an unmatchable experience that they 

will remember for a lifetime! 

For lasting impressions, create a truly unique experience 

for your clients and guests. The MCG can work with you 

to develop events, tours, and a range of unforgettable 

experiences to meet all exclusive, behind the scenes desires 

and interests. 

1-3	hours

•	 Breakfast	on	NSM	cricket	pitch	or	
MCG	function	space		(8am)

•	 Self	guided	NSM	experience	and/
or	private	MCG	tour

1-3	hours

•	 Light	refreshments	(morning	tea/	
afternoon	tea)	or	hot	lunch	in	Hugh	
Trumble	Cafe

•	 Self	guided	NSM	experience	and/or	
private	MCG	tour

2-3	hours

•	 Customised	MCG	private	tour

•	 Presentation	by	cricket	identity,		
or	MCC	key	staff	member		
(see	MCG	‘Our	People’	profiles)

•	 Learn	to	play	cricket/cricket	
practice	in	MCG	cricket	nets	with	
cricket	identity	(or	Cricket	Victoria)

•	 Afternoon	tea,	refreshments	or	
lunch	provided	in	cricket	nets	or	
MCG	function/hospitality	space

•	 Merchandise	provided	to	guests	

3-5	hours

•	 Welcome	message	on	MCG	
Scoreboard	

•	 Customised	MCG	private	tour

•	 Self	guided	NSM	experience	

•	 Presentation	by	cricket	identity,		
or	MCC	key	staff	member		
(see	MCG	‘Our	People’	profiles)

•	 Cocktail	function	on	cricket	pitch	
in	NSM	or	in	an	MCG	function/
hospitality	space

Here are a few ideas  
we prepared to get  
you started!

For further ideas or to customise an MCG – unique experience for 

your guests or clients contact: marketing@mcc.org.au

*Availability, costs, terms and conditions apply.

National Sports Museum* 
A visit to the National Sports Museum (NSM) offers guests 

the opportunity to immerse themselves in Australia’s rich 

sporting history and view over 3500 pieces of memorabilia. 

The vibrant mix of sporting information, cultural heritage, 

and interactive entertainment provides an extraordinary 

opportunity to enhance the visitor experience. Maximise 

your next trip to the MCG with a visit to the NSM.

MCG Superstore – gifts and 
merchandise*
Complete a perfect day at the MCG with memorabilia from 

the MCG Superstore. MCG gifts and merchandise packages 

are offered at special rates for those who pre purchase, so 

take advantage of this unique offer to leave guests with 

lasting impressions of their experience at the MCG, tailored 

to your tour or function offering.

MEMORIES 
ARE MADE 

HERE

CONFERENCES & EVENTS
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There are plenty of people responsible for ensuring the MCG remains one of the world’s 
greatest sporting arenas. Gain further insights into the history, significance and operation 
of this great stadium from one of our key MCG personalities in a presentation or interview 
opportunity, or go on a behind the scenes experience to witness their work unfold! 

Here are just a few of the talented Melbourne Cricket Club (MCC) and MCG staff who 
work tirelessly to make this great stadium tick.

Tony Gordon – Melbourne Cricket Club Arenas Operations Manager

Tony Gordon is responsible for ensuring the 

quality of the MCG turf surface is world-

class and can accommodate the variety 

and volume of events played at the MCG. 

The quality of the MCG playing surface 

is critical to the stadium’s operation and 

the MCC has developed one of the finest 

turf maintenance systems in the world. 

The MCC has led the field in a range of 

turf management techniques designed to 

develop a playing surface which can be used 

efficiently and meets competition demands. 

In September, following the 2014 AFL 

Grand Final, Tony and his team embarked 

on the most extensive turf surfacing 

program since the MCG was converted 

to host the 2006 Commonwealth Games. 

The entire turf surface, almost 20,000 

square metres, was stripped and re-levelled, 

amounting to approximately 3000 cubic 

metres of material or around 150 truck and 

trailer loads. 

This year, Tony and his team faced an 

unprecedented seven one-day internationals 

at the stadium in the space of four months, 

culminating in the 2015 Cricket World Cup 

Final on March 29. This means arriving at 

the ground long before the players and 

the fans, working tirelessly to ensure the 

condition of the ground is just right. 

David Sandurski – Melbourne Cricket Club Head Curator

David Sandurski is responsible for the 

preparation of all cricket pitches at the MCG.  

The MCC has used portable pitches at the 

MCG for almost 15 years, allowing it to be a 

very versatile stadium, particularly during 

the winter months. The 10 pitches spend six 

months in parkland near the MCG before 

arriving into the centre of the stadium in 

October. The primary aim of the portable 

pitch technology is to provide better pitches 

for cricket, as well as eliminating the muddy 

centre square for football in winter. 

One of David’s biggest challenges is working 

around the weather gods to ensure the pitches 

are world class, as the weather throughout  

the preparation of a pitch can have a huge 

bearing as to how it will play. It is always a 

relief once the first over is away and the wicket 

is playing well.

For more information on opportunities to engage with MCG People contact: communications@mcc.org.au 

*Experiences with the above MCG People are subject to availability and costs

OUR PEOPLE
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Sam Pemberton – MCG Scoreboard and LED Operations Manager

Sam Pemberton oversees the operation of 

the MCG’s two giant scoreboards. 

Sam has worked at the stadium since 

1999 and in his first year was on hand to 

witness when the city end scoreboard 

famously caught fire. Sam and his team 

eventually refurbished and transported the 

fire-damaged board to the Madras Cricket 

Club in India. Sixteen years later the MCG 

boasts two state-of-the-art high-definition 

scoreboards, measuring 25.24m wide and 

13.17m high, or around 332 square metres.

They are centrally controlled from a 

production room located in the Ron Casey 

Media Centre, on Level 3 of the Olympic 

Stand. This production room is effectively a 

television studio control room and is a hive 

of activity on match-day. Immediately after 

the 2014 AFL Grand Final, the production 

room – which was built before the 2006 

Commonwealth Games – was upgraded to 

a full HD production suite in preparation for 

the 2014-15 cricket season.

Tony Gordon – Director Culinary Operations

As Director of Culinary Operations at 

the MCG, Travis Dines’ skill and extensive 

experience in managing first-class food 

experiences at events both small and scaled 

is unrivalled. Managed by Epicure, the venue 

not only caters for sporting events, but also 

operates as a year round function centre, with 

spaces suitable for small gatherings through 

to large-scale events, whether they be 

weddings, annual conferences, award nights 

or cocktail parties. 

Travis’ skills have required him to take the lead 

in some of Epicure’s most demanding roles. He 

has extended across Australia and overseen 

the food experience at the Melbourne and 

Sydney Town Halls, the Sydney Maritime 

Museum, Brisbane’s Suncorp Stadium, the 

Clipsal 500 in Adelaide, and Melbourne’s own 

Spring Racing Carnival at Flemington. Travis 

is also responsible for ensuring the touring 

teams’ dietary requirements are met while they 

are at the MCG.

MCG Tour Guides 

The MCG is a magnet for tourists worldwide 

and what better way to experience the 

stadium than by receiving a tour from one 

of the MCG’s knowledgeable guides. 

Drawn from a pool of Melbourne sports 

lovers, the MCG guides offer more than 

information – they draw on their own 

experiences and anecdotes to offer visitors 

an in-depth insight into Australia’s rich 

sporting traditions.

They are absolutely integral to our business, 

offering exceptional frontline service and 

more than 45,000 hours of service each 

year. But they are also a major community 

asset – showcasing this important national 

icon and the story behind our sporting 

history in a way we can all be proud.
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GATE

3

JOLIMONT 
STATION
WELLINGTON 
PARADE 
TRAM STOP

RICHMOND 
STATION
SWAN STREET 
TRAM STOP

OLYMPIC PARK 
TRAM STOP
VIA LINK BRIDGE

FLINDERS 
STREET STATION
BATMAN AVENUE 
TRAM STOP
CITY VIA FOOT BRIDGE

GATE

3

It’s easy to access the MCG and the National Sports Museum. Located in  
the heart of Melbourne, explore all the action inside Gate 3 of the MCG! 

Jolimont train station is located within Yarra Park and 

is a leisurely one minute walk to the stadium

Richmond train station, servicing the majority of 

Melbourne’s network of train lines, is a five minute  

walk to Gate 3 at the MCG.

Both stations are just one stop from the CBD.

Tram numbers 48 and 75 run along Wellington Pde 

from the city. Disembark at the Pullman Hotel. 

 Tram number 70 runs through the Melbourne Park 

precinct. Disembark at Rod Laver Arena and walk  

over the footbridge. All tram stops are within a five 

minute walk of Gate 3 at the MCG. 

For more information on public transport go to  

www.ptv.vic.gov.au

 

Operating every 30 minutes between 9.30am and 

4pm, the Melbourne Visitor Shuttle travels through 

Melbourne’s inner city points of interest. Stopping  

at the MCG on all non-match days.  

Visit thatsmelbourne.com.au for more details.

 From Federation Square, the National Sports  

Museum is approximately a 10 minute walk along  

the Yarra River and over the William Barak Bridge  

to Gate 3 at the MCG.

The National Tennis Centre at Melbourne Park has 

extensive undercover parking and is only a short  

walk across a connecting walkbridge.

Limited metered parking is located nearby on Jolimont 

Street, Jolimont Terrace and Wellington Parade.

TRANSPORT  
AND LOCATION

MCG contact information

MCC	Marketing e. marketing@mcc.org.au

MCC	PR	and	Communications e. communications@mcc.org.au

MCG	or	NSM	bookings e.  
 

ph.

contactus@mcg.org.au  
contactus@nsm.org.au  
+61(3) 9657 8879

EPICURE e. 
ph.

events@epicure.com.au 
+61(3) 9284 2340

MCG	Superstore e. 
ph.

mcgss@tpf.com.au 
 +61(3) 9657 8860

CONNECT  
WITH US!

Melbourne Cricket Ground

www.mcg.org.au 

@MCG

/MelbourneCricketGround

@mcg1853

www.youtube.com/user/TheMCG2010

Melbourne Cricket Club

www.mcc.org.au

@MCC_Members

/MelbourneCricketClub

National Sports Museum

www.nsm.org.au 

@NSMnews 

/NationalSportsMuseum

MCG Superstore

www.mcgsuperstore.com.au 
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